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1 Abstract

As the silicon integration technology has grown, the

frequency of soft errors has increased. If an error oc-

curs on the control of an on-chip router for many-core

processors, it will cause some issues such as deadlock

and packet loss. To prevent these issues, we can pre-

pare additional hardware for detecting soft errors in

intra-router logic. A simple answer is to use redun-

dant router. However, it requires too much extra hard-

ware. On the other hand, additional hardware must be

large enough to detect all the errors. In this paper, we

discuss what kind of hardware should be added, and

propose a method for error detection named Shadow

Router.

2 Introduction

With the advance of semiconductor technology,

many functional modules can be implemented on a sin-

gle chip[1]. Large System-on-Chips (SoC) and many-

core processors require on-chip interconnection known

as Network-on-Chip (NoC). However, the reduction of

feature sizes and operating voltage, along with im-

provement in transistor density, increases the soft error

rate. Soft errors, caused by cosmic rays, will cause tem-

porary bit inversion that affects the control of on-chip

routers. It results in packet loss and deadlock of the

network. While these issues are critical for depend-

able chips, we must prevent or detect mistakes in the

routers.

In this paper, we present an approach for detecting

soft errors by redundant routers or Shadow Router.

The idea of Shadow Router is based on dual modular

redundancy (DMR). It reduces some features unrelated

to the control of the router. Moreover, for indepen-

dence of the method from router architecture, we do

not change router-specific control modules. In short,

Shadow Router has the same control modules as the

original router, reduced input buffers, and simplified

data path.

3 Router Architecture

The architecture of the target router is shown in Fig-

ure 1. It applies X-Y dimension order routing and

wormhole switching. Network topology is a 2-D mesh.

One physical channel has four virtual channels. The

organization of a flit is shown in Figure 2. The upper

12 bits are involved in the control, and the address of
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Figure 1: Baseline Router Architecture
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Figure 2: Flit Configuration Example

the destination node is written to the lower 16 bits of

the header flit.

Input buffer (IB) is a queue of input flits. Next rout-

ing computation (NRC) computes the direction where

a packet should go in the following node. The result

is written in the direction bits (DIR) in the flits. Vir-

tual channel allocation (VA) starts at the same time as

NRC. VA computes the output virtual channel with the

direction computed by the previous node. Switch al-

location (SA) decides the connection of crossbar based

on the result of VA. On switch traversal (ST) stage,

the flits pass through the crossbar. They go to the

next node by traversing the physical channel on link

traversal (LT) stage.

4 Proposal of Shadow Router

The concept of Shadow Router does not depend on

the router architecture. We consider the router-specific

control modules as black boxes and let them unchanged

in this paper. We only modify the input buffers.

Shadow Router must be large enough to achieve the de-

pendability equivalent to the redundant routers. Thus,

we must keep several bits in the flit that are used by the

control modules. On the other hand, while it should

be as small as possible, we drop the other bits, that is,

the bits unrelated to the control.

According to Figure 2, the router control needs the

upper 12 bits of all the flits and the lower 16 bits of
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the header flit. Hence, Shadow Router requires 28 bits

for the header flit and 12 bits for the other flits in the

input buffers.
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Figure 3: Original Router Input Channel Architecture

Figure 3 shows the input buffers for a single physi-

cal channel in the original routers. The original input

buffer contains four flits per virtual channel and each

entry has a constant (44) bits. In Shadow Router, the

required bits are different between the header flit and

the other flits.

We show the input buffers for a virtual channel in the

Shadow Routers in Figure 4. In addition to the per-flit

buffers, we prepare a buffer dedicated to the header flit.

Since the original router employs wormhole switching,

input buffers for a virtual channel does not have two

or more header flits at once. If the incoming flit is a

header flit, the lower 16 bits are stored to the dedicated

buffer. When the router transfers the header flit to

the crossbar in ST stage, the content of the dedicated

buffer is also tranfered. If the incoming or outgoing flit

is not the header flit, the dedicated buffer is not used.
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Figure 4: Shadow Router Input Channel Architecture

5 Discussion

Since we consider the control modules as black boxes,

our method for error detection prepares the same con-

trol modules as the original, though the input buffers

and the data path are reduced. It can detect all the

errors, such as selecting wrong VC and reversing the

order of packets, as long as more than one error does

not occur simultaneously.

However, it may just be enough to detect some errors

that cause serious effects [1]. There are dependencies

between the control modules and the effects of some

errors may be hidden by the other modules and nodes.

Taking advantage of it, errors that has small effect for

the system are ignored in such methods. What kind

of errors should be detected is determined by not only

router architectures but also system requirements.

If we stop considering the control modules as black

boxes, we can further reduce the additional hardware

for Shadow Routers with the knowledge from the meth-

ods that we have mentioned above. How to reduce the

additional hardware without losing the versatility is fu-

ture work.

Shadow Router considers only the control path: er-

rors in the data path are not detected. However, there

is a number of researches for detecting or correcting

the errors on the data path[2][3]. We may also need to

find which kind of methods fit our Shadow Router.

6 Conclusion

We proposed Shadow Router for detecting soft errors

as a versatile method that can be applied to various

routers. In the example that we assumed this time,

the number of bits required for the input buffers was

reduced to less than one-half. Moreover, if the flit size

get larger, the relative size of Shadow Router becomes

smaller.

We are going to evaluate the frequency and the hard-

ware amount of Shadow Router relative to the original

by implementing it with Verilog HDL. We will also re-

duce the additional hardware without losing the ver-

satility by stopping considering the control modules as

black boxes.
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